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Average cycle method is used to analyze the multichannel PD-CSMA with 3-way Handshake based on
binary tree conflict resolution algorithm in WSN, getting the critical mathematical expressions of the
system throughput, each priority traffic throughput, etc. The computer simulation results verify the
correctness of the theory and show that the novel protocol has better performances than the anterior ones’.
Compared with the multichannel PD-CSMA with 3-way handshake in WSN but without conflict
resolution algorithm, the new protocol’s throughput is greatly improved. On the basis of allocating the
channel resource fairly, much of the resource is distributed to higher priority, realizing the better quality of
service.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to its dynamic network topology, WSN (wireless sensor
network) can provide data, voice and video services in harsh
environmental conditions, wireless transmission; therefore,
whether in the military, in civil or commercial areas, there are
great prospects for development for WSNs.1 WSN radio
channel access protocol has been the focus and difficulty of
scholars at home and abroad on the account of the system
throughput, channel utilization, system latency which depended
on the protocol used. 2

WSN is a wireless network, in which network nodes use the
channel resources subjected to certain extent. Meanwhile, due
to the dynamic structure of WSN, information packet during
transmission has to carry more control information, occupying
more channel resources. 3

With the increasing development of information technology
and frequent applications of wireless WSN, the number of
transmitted gradually increases, which inevitably leads to
congestion or collisions. To solve this problem and improve the
performance of the system, rational conflict resolution
mechanism is introduced to decompose the packet collisions
and retransmit the information packet. In many conflict
resolution algorithms, better one for decomposing and re-
grouping the collision is the binary tree conflict resolution

algorithm which can alleviate channel congestion and improve
system performance to a certain extent. 4 Based on the above
analysis, with the reference to domestic and foreign references,
based on the analysis of the current characteristics of the
wireless WSN, application requirements, Ad Hoc channel
access control protocol and the main problems faced, from
improving channel utilization, enhancing system security and
reliability, increasing system throughput and reducing the
waste of resources, such as channel perspective, the probability
detection CSMA Protocol (PD-CSMA) with 3-way handshake
and multichannel mechanism for WSN based on conflict
resolution algorithm is introduced. 5 The proposed protocol is
mainly the improved of typical PD-CSMA. First, based on the
original protocol, the new protocol adds the ACK RTS / CTS
control mechanism, reduces the possibility of conflict,
improves the utilization of the channel resources and enhances
the safety and reliability of packet transmission simply and
conveniently. Secondly, the introduction of multi-channel
mechanism through service priority division, making the
implementation of the wireless WSN in a variety of business
network load balancing effectively; different priorities make
the QoS meet the different needs, in both efficiency and the
principle of fairness [7]. Finally, the modified binary tree
conflict resolution algorithm is applied to the multichannel PD-
CSMA with 3-way handshake, in a certain extent, eases the
congestion channel wireless WSN and improves system
performance.
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The model

The multichannel PD-CSMA with 3-way handshake and
mechanism works as followed: the node listens to the channel
state before sending information packet, if the channel is idle,
then immediately sends the message packet. If the channel is
busy, the user listens to the channel with a continuous
probability p , once the channel is idle, repeat the former

process. The two nodes conducted a short frame data exchange
according to the new protocol, notifying the other nodes that
they will occupy the channel for data transmission. Length of
the transmission period

is: 32
1 3

23 R Cy a     （ ）.

Under the agreement control, there will be five random events:

successfully sent a packet ( )U , successfully sent RTS ( )R ,

successfully sent CTS ( )C , collision incident ( )B and the

channel is idle ( )I . These five kinds of random events

reclassified as: I and BU (information packet sent
successfully or collision). When the collision happens, the
system model does not follow the mechanism of random back-
off for some time slots after the first re-transmission of the
recovery, but detects the channel state.6 The conflict is resolved
by the improved binary tree conflict decomposition
mechanisms once a first idle immediately found, in this process
the channel detected in a non-persistent CSMA.7 After the
packet is recovered, the model returns to normal after the

transmission. The model of the i channel ( 1,2,..., )i N is

showed as follow:

1 The model of the PD-CSMA protocol with 3-way handshake
mechanism

Analysis of the model

According to the 3-way handshake mechanism, RTS signal

is produced and its length of time slot is: R ; CTS signal is

produced and its length of time slot is: C ; monitoring

signal is produced and its length of time slot is: a ,then the
length of the transmission cycle is changed to: y .8

In a cycle period iT , the average length of time slot the channel

ioccupies when it’s idle is:
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In (1), 0
aq represents during the time slot: a , i channel has no

information packet to sent, and then the next time slot is idle. 9

The number of time slot that the channel i has successfully

sent information packets in a cycle period is:
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The average length of time slot that channel has x collisions
in a cycle period is:
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The average length of time slot that event has occupied in a

cycle period is:
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The average length of time slot that the channel has

successfully sent information packets in a cycle period is:
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The average length of time slot that collisions have occupied in

a cycle period is:
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In (8), is the average number of time slot that successfully
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decomposing x collisions by the improved binary tree conflict
resolution algorithm is needed.

From the formula of throughput: 2
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，then the throughput of the i channel by the PD-CSMA with
3-way handshake based on binary tree conflict resolution
mechanism is:
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Similar to the analyses of the PD-CSMA with 3-way handshake

and monitoring function, in the N channels of wireless
communication system, using load balancing technology, then

1 2 3 ... ...i NG G G G G      .10

The above analysis and system throughput formula:
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the new protocol is:
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Reference to the multi-channel model and system performance
parameters, according to the analysis, under the protocol, the
system throughput of the l priority business is:
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2 The comparison of the theoretical and simulation value under the new
protocol

A The system throughput of 4 channels

B The comparison of 4 channels with different priorities

3 The comparison between the new protocol and the protocol without
binary tree conflict resolution algorithm
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Simulation of the model

From the above analysis, the expression of the system
throughput under the multichannel PD-CSMA with 3-way
handshake based on conflict resolution algorithm in WSN is
got. With the simulation tool-MATLAB 7.0, system simulation
and theoretical analysis are under the same working conditions.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 2 to Figure 5. If not
specified, the default simulation conditions is:

0.1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.007R Ca p      .

Can be found via the MATLAB simulation, under the
multichannel PD-CSMA with 3-way handshake based on
binary tree conflict resolution mechanism, the characteristics of
the wireless CSMA protocol for WSN is:

1. In the Fig 2, under the new protocol, the theoretical and
simulation value is highly consistent and the theoretical
analysis is proved to be correct. The reason for this is
that when the number of information packets transmitted
is small, under the control of the protocol, the system
can quickly perform packet processing; the processing
capacity of the system can contend with the arrival rate
of information packets; the system can quickly reach
saturation. However, with the number of the arrival
packet increasing to a certain extent, the decomposition
rate of binary tree conflict resolution mechanism will
reach the saturation point; the system has been
completely put into the process of decomposition and
retransmission so the basic channel has no idle slot so to
retransmitted the newly arrived packet; the collision rate
is equal with the decomposition rate and the system
throughput remains stable. Compared with the PD-
CSMA protocol with 3-way handshake, the throughput
has been greatly improved.

2. In the Fig 3, no matter how many channels the system
owns, the system load size, traffic of each priority can
be assigned to a certain channel resources. The higher
priority traffic can get more channel resources, while
lower priority channel gains less access to resources but
does not lose effectiveness, resource acquisition still
able to meet its communications needs, ensuring the
fairness principle of resource allocation. This system
design through balancing load, distinguishing priority
services, making transmission to meet the growing
communication needs better.

3. In the Fig 4, detection probability p has a certain

impact on the system throughput. Higher detection
probability p , the faster of throughput speeds up to a

maximum value, while the faster speed to fall to a stable
value, with less channel load at the throughput peak.
This is because when the arrival rate increases, with the

D The comparison of 5 channels with different priorities

4 The comparison of system throughput under the new protocol

A The comparison with different probability

B The comparison with different system delay

5The system throughput with different parameters

C The system throughput of 5 channels
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increase of detection probability p , the packets insist on

detecting will accumulate when the channel is busy. The
more, once the channel is idle, there may be multiple
packets to be sent while the node detects the channel is
idle. Then a collision occurs, resulting in reduced the
throughput.

4. In the Fig 5, with the different system transmission
delay, the curve of system throughput changes
obviously. Smaller the system delay is, greater the
throughput of the system will be; which is mainly due to
the smaller transmission delay system, the number of
packets detect the channel is busy during the
transmission period is smaller, less packet transmission
when channel is idle, reducing the possibility of
collision, the throughput increasing. However, it cannot
be generalized to say that the system delay is as small as
possible, because the cost for reducing system delay is
increasing the price.

CONCLUSION

According to the multichannel PD-CSMA with 3-way
handshake based on conflict resolution algorithm in WSN, the
computer simulation results verify the correctness of the
theory. More channels are allocated to higher priority
business, better quality of service guaranteed; though less
access to resources gained to lower priority channel, the
effectiveness does not lose; the access is still able to meet its
communication needs, ensuring the fairness of resource
allocation principles. Detection probability p has a certain

impact on the system throughput. Higher detection probability
p , the faster of throughput speeds up to a maximum value,

while the faster speed to fall to a stable value. Smaller the
system delay is, greater the throughput of the system will be.
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